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Agenda

(details see Annex01 attached)
1. Welcome and purpose of meeting, logistics
2. Status Copernicus POD Service
3. Review of AIs and Recommendations from previous meetings
4. COST-G gravity field models for LEO POD
5.

ITRF2020 update, changes w.r.t. ITRF2014
6. Topics related to ITRF2020 update
7. Sentinel-6 MF mission activities at Eumetsat
8. CPOD Service – RINEX files, NRT orbits, etc.
9. CNES – Status of processing
10. JPL – TRIG processing
11. GSFC – DORIS+SLR orbit solutions
12. Comparison TRIG – PODRIX
13. Sentinel-6 RINEX file issues
14. TUD – STC orbit solutions for validation
15. AIUB/CNES/DLR/POSITIM – SLR bias estimation study
16. Sentinel-1: Feedback on orbit reprocessing
17. Estimation of PCO corrections for Sentinel satellites
18. Sentinel-6A MF satellite macro model - Status report of investigations
19. Sentinel-6 Solar radiation pressure model
20. Sentinel Altimeter Crossover analysis
21. Results from tandem phase of S-3A and S-3B
22. Status Copernicus missions – plans for C/D
23. HPCM CRISTAL: additional LRRs for the active debris removal
functionality
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24. Use of GPS L1/L5 for future missions?
Agreements, declarations, actions

Copernicus POD QWG#11 summary
Sentinel-1:


Sentinel-1A & -1B CPOD Service operations are running nominally except that no S-1B SAR files (to
extract the measured attitude) are received due to the S-1B anomaly on the SAR. This has no impact
on the accuracy of the orbit products.

Sentinel-2:


Sentinel-2A & -2B CPOD Service operations are running nominally.

Sentinel-3:


Sentinel-3A & -3B CPOD Service operations are running nominally.

Sentinel-6:


Sentinel-6A CPOD Service operations are running nominally.

Welcome and purpose of meeting, logistics (PF, AJ)
(details see Annex01a attached)
Status Copernicus POD Service (JF)
(details see Annex02 attached)
JF asks whether there are requests for further products on the Copernicus Open Access Hub (COAH):
- OM: Sentinel-6 RINEX files
- JF: It is agreed with EUMETSAT to publish S-6 products on COAH.
- HP: S-2 orbits would be needed from other POD groups (e.g., Technical University of Gra z) to
process the S-2 data with their s/w.
Recommendation #35:
The CPOD QWG recommends to provide Sentinel-2 NTC orbit products on COAH.
OM: COAH website is not very user-friendly. Download of single products is fine, but for POD a whole bunch
of products are needed. Better documentation and example scripts (e.g., as it is available for PODAAC) for
downloading several files in one run would be very helpful.
WE: Machine Learning: Is it foreseen to use Machine Learning for the quality control on orbit level only or
also on observation level?
JF: So far, the experience has been reduced to use the output of the POD processing (estimated parameters,
residuals, etc.) to assess the quality of the product computed. Its use on the observations directly has not
been done.
PF: Comment on updated orbit accuracy and latency requirements for CPOD3: No degradation is expected
from one CPOD contract to the next. Therefore, the new requirements are aligned to the current
performance of the products.
WS: Is the new s/w based on zero- or double differences?
JF: Undifferenced processing.
PV: Is the s/w only capable to process GNSS data?
JF: Currently, GNSS as well as radar, optical and SLR measurements are supported, but other observation
types will follow.
CPOD
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OM: Doubts on benefits from the RAW processing, because in the case of dual frequency processing it is
mathematically equivalent to the current processing (ionosphere-free linear combination).
Review of AIs and recommendations from previous meetings
(details see Annex03 attached)
QWG010-ALL-AI-009: It is clear the impact on the clock, so there is no further action here. Proposed to
close.
QWG008-ALL-AI-006: After the analysis of DLR, it is proposed to close.
Details on the recommendations listed at the end of the MoM.
COST-G gravity field models for LEO POD (UM)
(details see Annex04 attached)
AC: What is about time intervals before GRACE-FO? Are the models also available for dates before 2018? Would
be needed for reprocessing.
UM: Currently the focus of the generation of these models is on the operational LEO POD, which means that only
the GRACE-FO mission time is covered. Further investigations will follow to prolong the time intervals for which
the models may be used.
JF: Before switching to the COST-G gravity field models also tests are needed to analyse the applicability for
reprocessings of all Sentinel satellites, i.e. starting mid 2014 for Sentinel-1A.
OM: Can improvements from the COST-G gravity field models be seen in a reduction of the empirical parameters?
UM: This has been analysed, but there is no significant reduction present.
??: It is known that C20 coefficient estimate is weak in GRACE/GRACE-FO gravity field models. Is it replaced from
other analysis, e.g. SLR?
UM: No. Analysis has shown that differences are catched up by empirical parameters.
AJ: C20 problematic might be relevant for GNSS orbit determination. This will be studied by a PhD student.
OM: What happens if GRACE-FO availability is ceased?
UM: There are groups working in models using different data to bridge the gap. Otherwise, we would have to rely
on extrapolations.
ITRF2020 update, changes w.r.t. ITRF2014 (RD)
(details see Annex05 attached)
Before the switch to ITRF2020 a parallel processing for the generation of Earth Orientation Parameter (EOP)
might also be possible. This has to be asked for from IERS.
The GNSS´ PCO for GPS-III and Galileo are different for each frequency. This has an impact on the code and phase
biases, which has to be generated consistently; otherwise, it will impact the MW combinations for ambiguity
fixing. If the GNSS’ PCOs are applied for the generation of the biases or not will be documented in the bias files in
future (with the switch to ITRF2020).
QWG011-ALL-AI-001 (2022/12/31): To re-estimate the PCO and PCV maps of the GNSS antennas on-board the
Sentinels, which is aligned to the ITRF2020.
Topics related to ITRF2020 update (HP)
(details see Annex06 attached)
OM: GPS III nadir angle extensions does not make sense based on the IGS14 ANTEX. It should be waited until
IGS20 ANTEX is available.
AJ: AIUB/CODE has plans to estimate GPS PCVs based on IGS20 including GPS III nadir angle extension.
CPOD
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AC: Concerning the mean pole: When using the C21/S21 coefficients provided in a mean gravity field model, one
should apply back consistently the pole tide correction that was removed when computing the mean gravity field
model. This means using the same mean pole model.
OM: Concerning ITRF2020: It is not clear yet if IGS analysis centers will apply seasonal corrections to the station
coordinates in their processing or not. This is agreed for the other services (ILRS, IDS) but IGS seems not to follow
this. It will finally be decided next week at the IGS workshop. How should we (LEO POD groups) handle these
differences in the ILRS vs. IGS products when doing SLR validation of the orbits.
AC: Concerning ITRF2020: An additional correction will be provided with this new release enabling either to
deliver IGS solutions with respect to the center of mass of the Earth (seasonal terms) or with respect to the center
of figure (as done until now). It will be decided soon at IGS if they will apply or not this correction when delivering
their products. At least we will have this discussion with the CNES/CLS AC to provide the best solution for LEO
altimeter satellites, which is with respect to the CM of the Earth, to be consistent with DORIS and SLR
observations (corrected at station position level using the same CM ITRF2020 correction model).
Sentinel -6:
Sentinel-6 MF mission activities at Eumetsat (CNL)
(details see Annex07 attached)
CPOD Service – Status (JF)
(details see Annex08 attached)
CNES – Status of processing (JM)
(details see Annex09 attached)
Flip manoeuvre in July 2021 has not been during sun beta angle between 0o and 10o
GPS III PCV adjustement (nadir angle extension) has been done based on Sentinel-6 data.
JF: We will implement a change in the generation of the RINEX files to apply the temperature correction biases to
the code signals, in order to allow a proper handling of the legacy and civil signals on Sentinel-6A.
JPL – TRIG processing (SD)
(details see Annex10 attached)
OM: Magnitude of Y-offset is dependent on constraints in the dynamical model.
GSFC – DORIS+SLR orbit solutions (FL)
(details see Annex11 attached)
Comparison TRIG – PODRIX (OM)
(details see Annex12 attached)
Y-component of baseline shows 14 mm discrepancy of observed values vs. design => not acceptable.
QWG011-ALL-AI-002 (2023/06/30): Action to investigate the Y-component bias of 14 mm on Sentinel-6A. To
propose changes to the location of sensor if needed.
Recommendation #36:
The CPOD QWG recommends to revisit/recheck/remeasure the Sentinel-6B ARP (antenna reference point)
coordinates from all POD sensors before launch to avoid problems with inconsistent ARP coordinates during POD
processing. For Sentinel-6A a corresponding paper exercise would be needed to look for the 14 mm discrepancy
in the Y-component of the TRIG-PODRIX baseline.

CPOD
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Sentinel-6 RINEX file issues (MW)
(details see Annex13 attached)
HP: How do the other groups handle the inconsistencies in the GPS L1C/L2C vs. L1P(Y)/L2P(Y) measurements in
their ambiguity fixing procedures?
CPOD: No mixing of the signals in the ambiguity fixing.
AIUB: Estimating receiver code biases.
TUM: No mixing of the signals in the ambiguity fixing.
CNES: Removing observations from L1P(Y)/L2P(Y) satellites.
TUD: Removing observations from L1C/L2C satellites, because JPL products only support ambiguity fixing for
L1P(Y)/L2P(Y) signals.
TUD – STC orbit solutions for validation (WS)
(details see Annex14 attached)
OM: ISB (inter-system bias) has to be estimated epoch-wise, because of the phase glitches of the receiver.
AIUB/CNES/DLR/POSITIM – SLR bias estimation study (DA)
(details see Annex15 attached)
CF: Is there interest to include the LEO-based station coordinate estimates into the SLR reference frame
computations?
OM/DA: Several attempts to the ILRS did not trigger much interest from the ILRS community to look into the LEObased station coordinate estimates or include LEOs into the SLR reference frame computations.
Copernicus Sentinel GNSS related data and user data-take and usage
Request from ESA to POD QWG: Which file format would be preferable for CryoSat quaternions, XML or NetCDF?
ESOC and TUD (doing CryoSat POD): No specific recommendation, both formats have their advantages and
disadvantages; plain ASCII file would be preferable.
Recommendation #37:
The CPOD QWG recommends to provide attitude files (quaternions) for any further satellite (not only
Copernicus) in plain ASCII format in an agreed/simple format, e.g., CPOD Service quaternion format.
Sentinel-1 : Feedback on orbit reprocessing (HP)
(details see Annex16 attached)
Presentation was held on behalf of colleagues from University of Leeds
POD QWG: Hypothesis that the ARP modifications should not have been applied to both satellites is definitely
wrong. Since the S1A/B offset varies in different SAR tracking modes the assumption is that the offset has its
origin within the SAR.
Estimation of PCO corrections for Sentinel satellites (CK)
(details see Annex17 attached)
PCO offset estimates can be provided to the CPOD QWG for testing and verification in other POD s/w
environments.
Sentinel-6A MF satellite macro model – Status report of investigations (HP)
(details see Annex18 attached)
DA: Recommended repeating analysis without estimation of CD.
CNES – Sentinel-6 Solar radiation pressure model (FM)
(details see Annex19 attached)
DORIS documentation will be updated to reflect the modifications in the satellite macro model.
CPOD
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BD: I am aware of a S6 transponder paper, where the transponder observes (radial) variations with the draconic
harmonics (~57 days for S6) - if using the official S6 POD orbit. Paper is not yet published but ESA LP 2022 poster is
available. Poster is only on Jason-3.
Poster is made available as Annex25.
FG: In addition to a CAD model more accurate optical and IR properties are needed. It has been observed for
many satellites that the published properties have to be adapted in the processing to better fit to the models.
Recommendation #38:
The CPOD QWG recommends to get a proper CAD model and the optical and IR properties of the different
elements in the satellite before the launch of future satellites (like for Sentinel -6). In addition, the thermal
behaviour of the solar arrays, the radiators and the entire satellite are needed for proper radiation pressure
modelling. The optical and IR properties of the different surfaces should be either measured directly on the
satellite or on material samples to get better values.
Sentinel altimeter crossover analysis (PV)
(details see Annex20 attached)
Results from tandem phase of S-3A and S-3B (MW)
(details see Annex21 attached)
Processing confirms already seen and known (but partly not yet corrected) CoM/ARP inconsistencies.
QWG011-ALL-AI-003 (2023/06/30): To identify the origin of the inconsistencies between the CoM/ARP on
Sentinel-3A & B and to propose new operational characterization.

Status Copernicus missions – plans for C/D (BD)
(details see Annex22 attached)
Baseline is to have two operational satellites per mission. During commissioning phase of a new satellite, three
satellites (if possible) are operated for a proper transition to the new satellite. Decommissioned satellites are
moved to parking orbits.
Recommendation #39:
The CPOD QWG recommends to make the GNSS data available to the user community from the
decommissioned satellites in their parking orbits (if still running and available). The data are very valuable
for various scientific applications, e.g., gravity field determination, ionosphere analysis and thermosphere
studies.
HPCM CRISTAL: additional LRRs for the active debris removal functionality (JF)
(details see Annex23 attached)
Recommendation #40:
The CPOD QWG recommends to carefully revisit the design of the LRRs for space debris removal on future
satellites. It should be taken actions to avoid tracking of the LRRs for space debris removal from SLR
stations on Earth during routine operations.
Use of GPS L1/L5 for future missions? (JF)
(details see Annex24 attached)
OM will raise the request for GPS L1/L5 clock products at the upcoming IGS Workshop (27 June – 1 July) again.
CPOD
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Demo of focusPOD (JB)
Demonstration of new software package focusPOD developed at GMV

List of action items

QWG011-ALL-AI-001 (2022/12/31): To re-estimate the PCO and PCV maps of the GNSS antennas on-board the
Sentinels, which is aligned to the ITRF2020.
QWG011-ALL-AI-002 (2023/06/30): Action to investigate the Y-component bias of 14 mm on Sentinel-6A. To
propose changes to the location of sensor if needed.
QWG011-ALL-AI-003 (2023/06/30): To identify the origin of the inconsistencies between the CoM/ARP on
Sentinel-3A & B and to propose new operational characterization.

Review of Recommendations from previous QWG meetings:
(List is available in Annex03)
QWG#1 Rec#3:
Rephrasing:
The CPOD QWG recommends the S-1 FD to develop a procedure to retrieve the CoM by analysing the torque
resulting when using the out-of-plane thrusters. This test is recommended to be done during commissioning
phase of Sentinel-1 C/D.
If possible, such a test is recommended to be performed on Sentinel-1B (if decommissioned).
QWG#3Rec#11:
There is no urgency on this recommendation. However, solar activity is increasing and if P(Y) tracking would be
degraded for the lower Sentinels one should be prepared to react.
Rephrasing:
The CPOD QWG recommends to prepare a procedure to change the bandwidth of the GPS receivers as done on
the Swarm satellites. If P(Y) tracking will be degraded due to increasing solar activity on the lower Sentinel
satellites the bandwidth adaptation could quickly be done.
QWG#9 Rec#29:
Background for the rephrasing:
- The choice of nominal and redundant receiver on S-6 MF is sub-optimal due to the phase glitches
occuring in the receiver frontend of the nominal receiver. Such phase glitches are nearly absent in the
redundant receiver.
- The GPS L2P(Y) and L2C have a small phase offset, which could be measured in signal tests on the ground
before launch of the satellite.
Rephrasing:
The CPOD QWG recommends to use ground characterisation of the GNSS receivers to select nominal+redundant
before the launch. In addition, the CPOD QWG recommends to do signal simulation tests of the different
receivers to get information about the phase differences (L2P(Y) vs. L2C).
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List of new recommendations
Recommendation #35 (Open):
The CPOD QWG recommends to provide Sentinel-2 NTC orbit products on the COAH.
Sentinel-2 orbit products on the COAH support further usage of the Sentinel-2 RINEX and quaternion data
for POD from other groups and institutions.
Recommendation #36 (Open):
The CPOD QWG recommends to revisit/recheck/remeasure the Sentinel-6B ARP (antenna reference point)
coordinates from all POD sensors before launch to avoid problems with inconsistent ARP coordinates during POD
processing. For Sentinel-6A a corresponding paper exercise would be needed to look for the 14 mm discrepancy
in the Y-component of the TRIG-PODRIX baseline.
Recommendation #37 (Open):
The CPOD QWG recommends to provide attitude files (quaternions) for any further satellite (not only
Copernicus) in plain ASCII format in an agreed/simple format, e.g., CPOD Service quaternion format.

Recommendation #38 (Open):
The CPOD QWG recommends to get a proper CAD model and the optical and IR properties of the different
elements in the satellite before the launch of the satellite (like for Sentinel -6). In addition the thermal
behaviour of the solar arrays, the radiators and the entire satellite.

Recommendation #39 (Open):
The CPOD QWG recommends to make the GNSS data available to the user community from the
decommissioned satellites in their parking orbits (if still running and available). The data are very valuable
for various scientific applications, e.g., gravity field determination, ionosphere analysis and thermosphere
studies.

Recommendation #40 (Open):
The CPOD QWG recommends to carefully revisit the design of the LRRs for space debris removal on future
satellites. It should be taken actions to avoid tracking of the LRRs for space debris removal from SLR
stations on Earth during routine operations.
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